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Rambling from Red Setter Run 

Hi folks 
Well, this issue is well overdue and I apologize. I have had 
several projects come due at the same time and just haven’t 
been able to squeeze more than 24 hours out of a day. I finally 
had to set the Whip aside and finish what I’d started about a year 
ago. In the way of explanation, I graduated from Hiram College as 
did several others in our family. Each year in September, in 
honor of those who died in the 9/11/01 attacks, Hiram asks its 
alumni to volunteer in some capacity for their community. 
Alumni members all over the USA form teams to provide 
community service for others. Last September, I coordinated a 
team to renovate a broken down and forgotten chapel at a local 
cemetery near our home. We took in a team to paint and refresh 
the building but the project was very involved and the work 
continued through out the year. Finally on Memorial day we 
were able to unveil our efforts and show the community what we 
had accomplished— it was nothing short of a miracle: a darling 
little chapel, a place of sanctity and peace, a holy house of 
prayer. 
In order to get it done on time, I had to put the Flushing Whip on 
the back burner while I hung drywall, put in ceilings, painted, 
stained, cleaned and scrubbed. We got the chapel finished and 
now I am back on the job volunteering for you. I’m sorry for the 
delay but as you can see, it was an exceptional cause and we’re 
so proud of what we were able to do. I’ll leave room for a photo 
at the bottom of the next page. 
This issue considers the question— has the Purest Challenge 
achieved all it was meant to do— are we there yet?  What do you 
think?  I wonder what Ned would think if he were alive today?? 
We also have the trial report from the March Championships and 
Supporting stakes.  Ed Liermann who chairs the spring trial, has 

(Continued on page 5) 
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been working very closely with the Illinois Department of Natural 
Resources. They are interested in doing a study about the 
financial impact that field trialing makes on a local community. 
Simply put— when the NRSFTC comes to town for our national 
championships, how does that affect the community  financially??  
They’d like our club to help out by participating in a survey. In the 
next issue I will  send you a list of questions to assist them. If it 
turns out that field trials DO help local economy, the state may 
want to provide funds to enhance what the trials are already 
accomplishing. Stay turned ! 
Every few years we like to explain how the various club awards 
work and how to report your wins. You must be a club member to 
compete and the pages here will tell you everything from how to 
figure your points to how to report those wins. Get in the game! 
Test your dog and report those wins!! 
 I’m sorry to report that a couple members have experienced  
some health issues. Take a moment and send Get well cards to Sue 
Norton and also Roger Boser. They both had surgery in the last 
few months. Roger also lost his older brother— we extend our 
deepest sympathy to him. You can find the address for those cards 
on  the very next page so take a moment and say you care! 

Deb 
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Last year I was attending a field trial in Pennsylvania, and someone at 
the trial made the comment “You red setter folks seem to have some 
pretty nice dogs.  So what you planning to do now that your “Purest 
Challenge” is over?”  I pondered that statement for a while, and then 
more recently, the question popped into my head again as we were 
participating in the Bird Dog Hall of Fame ceremonies at Grand 
Junction TN.  While we sat at the Bird Dog Museum on the afternoon 
of February 7, I was reminiscing on the accomplishments of the 
National Red Setter Field Trial Club, and thinking about the direction 

our of club.  The Purest Challenge was 
initially coined for our organization back in 
the 1950’s by Herm David who challenged us 
to successfully “revive the Irish Red Setter as 
an  effective gunning companion and first 
class field trial competitor.”  The slogan 
caught on and even today it remains a vital 
part of our identity. 
We certainly have had an unusual, sometimes 
controversial, and definitely exciting history.  
History is a funny thing.  For one thing, it can 
fade; old timers grow even older and pass on, 
taking their stories with them.  Adversaries 

may come on the scene, and attempt to “rewrite” history to suit their 
perspective or their agenda.  Records become lost and faded.  
Members come and go, and the club may shift, drifting from its 
original mission.  So, I thought, perhaps it is not a bad thing to review 
our history, and look closely at that question posed to me last year…  
Is the Purest Challenge over?  Have we accomplished what Ned 
LeGrande and our founders set out to do?  
Back in 1951, when Ned and his band of Irish setter aficionados first 
came together in Rusty Baynard’s gas station in Dover, Delaware, the  

(Continued on page 8) 
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Irish setter was certainly in serious disarray.  Decimated by 
conformation breeding from the bench fraternity, most could not point 
a “pork chop in a phone booth” to use an old colloquial term, let alone 
run long enough to find a bird.  Our founders set out on an aggressive 
program to restore a breed that most bird hunters thought was beyond 
help.  Most thought that this was a hopeless cause.  But those 
naysayers were wrong, and the National Red Setter Field Trial Club 
was born out of those dreams.  This project was not without hardship, 
sorrows, challenges, and controversies.  In the early years, the NRSFTC 
engaged in a series of outcrosses to other setter breeds in an attempt 
to “borrow back” some of the genetics the Irish setter once had.  The 
American Kennel Club was not happy with the controversial program, 
and we did not receive their blessing.  The American Field and Field 
Dog Stud Book (FDSB), however, under the guidance of William F. 
Brown, gave us their support, and the club proceeded to restore and 
revive the red dogs to their rightful place in the bird dog world. Our 
club is forever grateful to the vision and support of Field Dog Stud 
Book, and we proudly declare our allegiance to the banner of the 
American Field.  Over the years since those early days of the 
restoration, our club and our dogs have been ostracized (the American 
Kennel Club denied us reciprocal registration rights in 1975 and have 
never rescinded the ban), denied participation in trials (our dogs are 
not permitted to run in the Irish Setter Club of America Championship 
or any AKC trial), called our dogs “mongrels,”,  and demonized our 
members at meetings and various “counsels of elders” across the 
country. Circumstances made the project very difficult at times. Ned 
and some of the early breeders lost dogs to injuries, or to the Parvo 
virus, wiping out entire litters of dogs who may have been the best 
they had. We competed, not against our own breed but in ALL BREED 
events; the bias against our dogs was an ongoing obstacle. Trial after 
trial was entered, competing against pointers and setters, trying to 
break into the winners circle.  It was a slow, tedious and challenging 
process.  Yet our club has persisted, and our focus has been one of 
laser precision and purpose… to produce the  finest, class field trial 
competitors and gunning companions on the face of the earth.  Our 

(Continued on page 9) 
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club has never had the advantage of sheer numbers or magnitude of 
other breeds, but what we lack in numbers, we make up for in 
diligence.  We are small but mighty! Year after year, our breeders 
have relentlessly pursued the dream of producing the finest bird dogs 
possible.  In the past 65 years of our existence, the National Red Setter 
Field Trial Club and its membership have relentlessly persisted.  We 
built a club from 4 bird hunters meeting in a gas station in Delaware to 
a club of several hundred members, complete with a National 
Championship, Shooting Dog Championship, and National Futurity.  Our 
dogs can hunt with the best, and come out on top.  We compete in 
horse-back stakes, walking venues, NAVHDA, Shoot To Retrieve, and 
virtually any bird dog competition available.  Red setters out of our 
restoration efforts are truly some of the finest bird dogs to hunt over.  
So why not take a breather, settle back, and enjoy the fruits of our 
labor?  Maybe that gentleman was right… maybe it’s time to put the 
Purest Challenge to rest. 
But, not so fast… First, anyone who knows anything about breeding 
bird dogs and genetics knows that quality, while difficult to obtain, is 
very easy to lose. Without our persistence and focus, how long would it 
be before our red dogs slip to the back of the pack, migrating towards 
the mediocrity of the 1950s?   It would not take long at all— for sure! 
The red setter organization is unique among bird dog clubs.  Unlike the 
many pointer clubs, setter clubs, shorthair clubs, etc., we do not have 
“affiliations” with other “red setter” clubs.  There are dozens of 
Brittany clubs in the US.  Likewise, there are many pointer clubs, 
English setter clubs, German shorthair clubs, and so on.  By 
comparison, there is only ONE National Red Setter Field Trial Club.  
When, for example, we elect a dog or individual to the Red Setter Hall 
of Fame, those elected to this high honor come from only one group… 
the National Red Setter Field Trial Club.  In many ways, it has been our 
advantage.  When the AKC and Irish Setter Club of America ostracized 
us in 1975 by denying reciprocal registration, many thought that the  
NRSFTC would be gone within a couple of years.  But the opposite 
happened.  We flourished, especially with respect to a redoubling of 

(Continued on page 10) 
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our efforts to improve our dogs, even within the constraints of being 
pushed out of the AKC.  The Purest Challenge focused our membership 
and our perspective.   
Today is no different.  While we have some of the finest bird dogs in 
the country, there are still challenges.  In comparison to the English 
pointer and English setter, our breed numbers are small.  While we 
produce exceptional Shooting Dogs that can compete on the Shooting 
Dog circuit, we could do better.  We have some exceptional All Age 
dogs, but they are few, and our club could certainly use more efforts 
in this arena.  We have several exceptional breeders who are 
producing competitive dogs, but we could use more who are 
committed to the long term effort.  In the cover dog and walking 
circuits, again, we have some competitive dogs, but there certainly is 
room for expansion. 
So, while some would think that the Purest Challenge in Sportsdom is 
complete, I would strongly disagree.  In truth, we are just getting 
started.  We have challenges ahead that our founders would not have 
even contemplated.  The internet, biotechnology, decreasing game 
bird populations, interest in bird dogs and hunting, all impact the 
focus of our club.  Yet, we must be as persistent as ever.  In many 
ways, we are the underdogs of the bird dog world.  Nonetheless, on 
any given day, our red setters can shine against the competition.  So, 
for those of you who question our 
resolve… look to our history.  Are 
we tenacious?  You bet we are.  
Are you someone who marches to 
the beat of a different drum?  You 
might fit right in. Are you willing 
to honor “The Challenge” of our 
founders, and carry on that 
dream?  If you answered YES— The 
Purest Challenge in Sportsdom 
just might be for you.  It’s a good 
time to jump in. After all, we are 
only just beginning… 
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The Red Setter Foundation, Ltd. 
Serving the  educational, scientific, and literary goals of  

the National Red Setter Field Trial Club 

Ch. Celtic’s Superfund 

Established in 2007 to provide for educational, scientific, literary, 
and charitable opportunities for The National Red Setter Field Trial 
Club as our members “pursue the purest challenge in sportsdom…” 

Send contributions to: 
Red Setter Foundation Treasurer, Bonnie Hidalgo 
29100 East 148th Avenue,  Brighton, CO. 80603 

Thank you for supporting the Red Setter Foundation 
Please visit us online at:  

www.nrsftc.com/foundation/  

 

Please 
remember us  
in your will,  

estate planning,  
or in making a 
gift  to honor  
someone dear 

Your tax                 
deductible               

contributions & 
support of the  

“Purest Challenge 
in Sportsdom” 

will help educate 
others ! 
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2015 NRSFTC Championship and Supporting Stakes 
By Al Fazenbaker 

After a long and cold winter in the Midwestern United States, the 
fields and woodlands of Illinois graced us with fair weather and 
sunshine for the running of the National Red Setter Championship and 
National Red Setter Futurity.  The members of the National Red Setter 
Field Trial Club gathered at Jim Edgar Wildlife Management Area 
outside of Chandlersville Illinois to run the red dogs in our annual 
gathering.  Our first red setter championship was held in 1955 in Dover 
Delaware.  The winner (and first Red Setter Champion in the history of 
the world) was the red setter Double Jay, owned and handled by the 
Red Setter Hall of Fame inductee and club founder Ralph C. “Rusty” 
Baynard.  The entry fee for the championship was $15.  How times 
have changed!  Over the years, our red setters have improved, and 
thanks to the work of our many club members over the past 65 plus 
years, our red dogs can hold their own.  The Purest Challenge is 
making a difference!  This year’s Open Champion is Ch. Breakstone, no 
stranger to the winner’s circle, who joins the ranks of Double Jay and 
a list of red setter champions dating back to those early days.  Along 
with Breakstone, the red setter Rendition, a kennelmate of Breakstone 
out of Roger Boser’s Bearcat Kennels, joins the ranks of red setter 
champions, winning the Amateur Championship. 
In spite of a brutal winter and late spring that saw many trials 
cancelled or postponed, luck was with us as the Jim Edgar grounds 
were essentially snow free and not nearly as muddy as was feared 
earlier in the month.  These trial grounds are a mixture of woodlands, 
grassy edges, and cropland, and although some of the bottoms were 
not usable by horses, some modifications of the courses permitted the 
use of continuous courses, and the grounds were surprisingly stable 
and also had more than sufficient cover to hold birds.  Both wild and 
released birds were pointed during the trial, including an abundance of 
pheasants noted during several braces throughout the week, as well as 
a woodcock or two.  The Illinois Department of Natural Resources were 
so supportive of our efforts during the trial, ensuring a good supply of 

(Continued on page 13) 
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water for horses and dogs, as well as assisting our trial chair Ed 
Liermann with course layout and logistics during the week.  The 
National Red Setter Field Trial Club appreciates their efforts and is 
thankful for the opportunity to run our championships on these fine 
grounds. 
Our trial chair procured some excellent judges to sit in judgment of 
our dogs.  George and Anne Ihrke of Buckley IL were tasked with the 
Open Championship; Larry Langan of Pana, IL and John Hott of  (long 
time manager of Middle Fork WMA) covered the Red Setter Futurity, 
Walking Open Shooting Dog and Amateur Championship, and  Gailen 
Cooper and Larry Meeks rode the braces of the Open Walking Derby 
stakes.   This combination of judicial experience would be tough to 
beat on any day, and their contributions to the success of our trial 
were much appreciated. 
No trial can be a success without the hands of dedicated volunteers.  
Of critical importance are the bird planters, who can make or break a 
trial’s success.  Longtime club member “Tee” Miller and his son Clark 
Miller handled this responsibility, arising at the crack of dawn each 
day and putting in a full day’s work ensuring a supply of birds in the 
right places and the right time.  This is one of those jobs that has 
little or no glory, but is vitally essential to the success of our efforts.  
Thank you Tee and Clark for a job well done!   
Another sometimes thankless but essential duty is that of the dog 
wagon driver.  It is virtually impossible to run continuous courses 
without the need to have dogs at the ready as one brace is completed 
and another positioned to go.  Long time club member Milt Schaefer 
stepped up and made sure that dogs were on the line for each brace, 
as well as providing much appreciated coffee and cookies for the 
handlers, judges and gallery riders!  This was Milt’s first appearance 
at the Red Setter Nationals, and he handled the dog wagon duties like 
a pro!  Thanks Milt for your tireless efforts during the week of the 
trial.   
We would be remiss not to mention some of the folks in the 
background who helped make this trial a success.  Deborah 

(Continued on page 14) 
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Fazenbaker, editor of our national publication, “The Flushing Whip,” 
baked cookies for the dog wagon; I believe she supplied more than 24 
dozen cookies in assorted sizes, shapes and flavors, and there wasn’t a 
single cookie left at the end of the trial!  Also a special thank you to 
several folks who helped out with meals, the banquet, and silent 
auction.  Mary Boser, Linda Beauchamp, Brenda Edwards, Sue Norton, 
and others worked to ensure a relaxing time was had by members 
during the evenings at the River Bend Lodge in Petersburg, IL, where 
our “trial HQ” was stationed. 
Another special friend of the red setters is Jim Morehouse, who works 
for Sport Dog Corporation.  Jim has been a faithful donor to our silent 
auction each year with a Sport Dog collar.  Thanks Jim for your 
continued support of our club. 
Purina has been a long time sponsor of the National Red Setter Field 
Trial Club and the Purest Challenge.  This organization produces the 
finest dog food in the country, and they are a stalwart supporter of 
bird dog field trials.  Without their support, our sport would be lost.  
There is no better way to thank Purina than to purchase their dog food 
products.  It is without a doubt the best dog food one can buy on the 
market.  Purina’s ProClub program not only provides benefits for each 
and every bag of dog food you buy, it also supports the efforts of the 
National Red Setter Field Trial Club.  The next time you need to 
purchase a bag of dog food, reach for the Purina brand… your dog will 
thank you, and you will be supporting our great sport. 
Garmin is another staunch supporter of the National Red Setter Field 
Trial Club.  Their electronic training products are reliable, resilient, 
and effective.  Backed by years of research and testing, a Garmin 
product will cut training time and put your dog on the winner’s block 
and enable you to adjust for differences in behavior, distance, 
temperament, and training environment.  A Garmin training collar will 
get the job and put your dog in the winner’s circle. 
Our Trial Chair for this year’s running was Ed Liermann, of Palmyra 
Wisconsin.  The Chair of a trial is a thankless job, with many hours of 
work that must be done prior to the trial, during the trial, and after 
the trial.  Ed, who is a long time member of the club, does an 
outstanding job in all three venues; his organizational skills and 

(Continued on page 15) 
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attention to detail make the trial process seem to flow seamlessly from 
one day to the next.  The club is fortunate to have such an individual 
at the helm. 
Last but not least, a warm welcome to the several new faces at this 
year’s events.  Mike and Tina Fox, Gregor McCluskey, David Creagen, 
Dawson Wagner and members of his family, Milt and Wendy Schafer,  
joined us as new participants.  We also welcomed old friends Stan Zan 
Zdanczewicz and Sue Chirigotis , Tom Waite, Dennis & Bonnie Hidalgo, 
Tom and Sue Norton, Roger and Mary Boser, Sean Melvin, Joe and 
Brenda Edwards, Don and Linda Beauchamp, Ron and Karen Cassidy, 
Bill Aughenbaugh, Greg Blair, and Deb Dlobik .  My apologies if I missed 
someone; it was wonderful to see old friends and make new ones. 
Some Sidelights 
Club “headquarters,” as in past years at the Jim Edgar grounds, was 
the River Bank Lodge, a wonderful place of lodging complete with a 
dining area and bar, as well as a lounge area with traditional log siding 
and overstuffed leather chairs and couches.  It was a great place to 
hang out in the evenings after a hard day of running dogs.  Club 
members visited and relaxed with a favorite beverage, and enjoyed 
the comradery of fellow club members they had not seen for perhaps a 
year or more.  On the Tuesday night of the drawing, the club gathered 
in the lounge and completed the entries with the assistance of Dennis 
Hidalgo and his computer program.  Wednesday evening the faithful 
gathered in the banquet room for a delicious catered meal of fried 
chicken with all the trimmings.  The National Red Setter Foundation 
Board met on Thursday evening, followed by the Board meeting of the 
National Red Setter Field Trial Club.  Friday was the General 
Membership meeting, followed by the Awards presentation and dinner 
banquet.  A silent auction of donations took place during the meal and 
gathering.  At the General Membership meeting, the new officers for 
the club were elected by the membership.  Our officers for the coming 
year are Don Beauchamp, President; Allen Fazenbaker, 1st Vice 
President, Tom Norton, 2nd Vice President, Ed Liermann, Secretary, 
and Linda Beauchamp, Treasurer.  A highlight of the evening was the 
gathering of long time club members as they looked at old red setter 
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photos from the 1950s and 1960s and reminisced about old friends 
and dogs now passed.  Also part of the ceremonies, the red setter Ch. 
Chantilly and Col. Ed Schnettler were recognized for their recent 
induction into the Red Setter Hall of Fame at the National Bird Dog 
Hall of Fame in Grand Junction, TN.   
The Running 

Open Championship 
Breakstone is the 2015 Open Championship winner, and Touchstone is 
the Runner-up.  Both of these dogs are no strangers to the winner’s 
circle; this is Breakstone’s 16th championship, and Touchstone was 
the red setter Runner-up Champion in the Red Setter Amateur 
Shooting Dog Championship held at Grove Springs, Missouri.  
Breakstone ran in the afternoon on Wednesday on Course 2, breaking 
away at 2:50pm.  He scored his first find at 3:06, holding steady while 
his brace mate circled the bird.  With the brace mate up, Breakstone 
continued a wide forward race and was found standing at 3:22.  A 
small covey was produced. An additional single was pointed at 3:28, 
and Breakstone finished the hour with a strong race to the front.   
Touchstone ran in the last brace of the day on Wednesday breaking 
away at 4:17 pm.  He scored his first find at 4:35 pm; Dr. Boser 
indicated a pheasant had lifted prior to the arrival of the judges.  At 
5:00 pm Touchstone pointed a single on the edge of a crop field; he 
scored another single in the grass strips along the road, and finished 
strong to the front. 
Brace by brace synopsis: 
Rendition (Boser) and Cedar Creek Gem (Liermann)   
The Open Championship broke away at the barn on Course 1 at 
8:17am.  Rendition started the action at 8:30 with a well pointed 
rabbit. Gem scored the first gamebird find at 834 with all in order.  
At 8:40 Gem was found standing with Rendition backing; no birds 
were produced on a relocation attempt.  At 8:59 on the backside of 
Course 1 on the south portion of the road, Rendition scored a find on 
a single, with all in order. 
Come Back Hightider (Melvin) and Spruce Goose (Waite)   
The 2nd brace broke away at 9:45 am.  At 9:51 Spruce Goose was 
observed under a pheasant and picked up.  Hightider finished the 

(Continued on page 17) 
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hour with a strong race but no birds. 
Celtic’s Spectacular (Melvin) & Kindle (Hidalgo)  
Breaking away at 11:03 am, Celtic’s Spectacular was found standing at 
11:30 with Kindle backing, but no birds were produced.  At 11:52 
Hidalgo elected to pick up. Celtic’s Spectacular finished the hour 
strong, but had no birds. 
FireFly’s Hot Tip (Hidalgo) & Blue (Waite)  
The afternoon braces broke away at 1:27 pm on Course 1, and 6 
minutes into the brace Hidalgo called point, flushed, with all in order.  
At 1:43 Waite called point on Blue with a small covey rising, all in 
order.  Hot Tip was found standing at 1:53, and his brace mate was up 
after failing to back.  Hot Tip took a couple of small steps; no bird was 
produced.   Hot Tip finished the hour. 
Breakstone   (Boser) & Big Easy Little Red (Melvin).   
Breakstone’s performance was noted previously. The brace broke away 
at 2:50 pm on Course 2.  At 3:06 Big Easy Little Red was picked up 
under a bird.   
Touchstone (Boser) and Come Back Audie (Edwards)   
Touchstone’s performance was noted previously.  The brace broke 
away at 4:17 pm, and at 4:30 pm  Audie was picked up after being 
observed under a bird at the pond crossing. 
Come Back Bee Gee (Melvin) & Ricky (Waite)  
The second day of the Open Championship broke away at 8:05 am on 
Course 1.  At 8:30 am Melvin called for the tracker, as Bee Gee had 
not been seen since breakaway; she was found standing a bird in the 
ravine along the beginning of Course 1.  Ricky had a wide forward race 
but found no birds. 
Redstone (Boser) & Cedar Creek Skyliner (Liermann).   
Breaking away at 9:20 am on Course 2, Redstone scored the first find 
12 minutes into the running, with Skyliner backing.  At 28 minutes, 
Skyliner scored a small covey find after short relocation effort.   
Skyliner had an additional find at 10:00 Redstone was observed making 
a large lateral cast, and the handler elected to pick up.  Skyliner 
shortened, and was picked up at 10:10 am. 

(Continued on page 18) 
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Simply Red (Waite) & Kylie’s Rising Star (Beauchamp).   
After a 10:27 am breakaway, Red was found standing 18 minutes into 
the brace, but no birds produced. Red scored a single at 30 minutes, 
with all in order. Star had no birds. 
Cedar Creek Talon (Liermann) & Jericho (Beauchamp)   
Back on Course 1 after lunch, the last brace of the Open Championship 
broke away at 1:31 pm.  At 1:45 Talon was found by the handler’s 
scout Sean Melvin, after gallery passed; the bird flushed as handler 
approached, with Talon showing good manners.  At  2:02 pm  Talon 
scored a nice find on a  small covey.  At  2:10 pm, Talon was found 
standing deep in the woods with Jericho backing.  An extensive 
flushing effort produced a small covey, and Jericho went with the 
birds.  Talon finished the hour forward. 

2015 NRSFTC 43rd  Futurity 
The 2015 National Red Setter Futurity was the 43rd Futurity for the 
National Red Setter Field Trial Club. The first Red Setter Futurity was 
run at South Hill Virginia in 1973.  The winner, Turkey Talk Sam, 
bested a field of 19 derbies to win the stake for professional handler 
Larry Moon.  Turkey Talk Sam was a product of the kennels of Jim 
Flythe of Raleigh, North Carolina.  Since those early days, the Red 
Setter Futurity has been a consistent proving ground for the efforts of 
The Purest Challenge.  Most of the red setter champions to grace the 
pages of the American Field and The Flushing Whip have been winners 
or placers in the Red Setter Futurity.  It is a cornerstone of our efforts. 
Futurities throughout the country had seen a marked decrease in 
nominations as a result of the economic turndown in the last decade, 
and the Red Setter Futurity was not immune to that effect.  
Fortunately, there has been a return of interest in breeding and 
nominating young dogs, and this year the club was fortunate in seeing 
a healthy litter nomination of 19.  The top breeders this year were 
Roger Boser and Dennis and Bonnie Hidalgo, who each nominated four 
litters.  Other breeders included Joe Edwards, Don Beauchamp, Mark 
Thrasher, Stan Zdanczewicz, Carolyn O’Brine, Paul Ober, and Ed 
Liermann.  The top sire in this year’s nominations was Justified, owned 
by Roger Boser, who sired three of the nominated litters, and was the 
sire of the first and second place winners for the Futurity. 

(Continued on page 19) 
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The winner of the 43rd Red Setter Futurity is Sassafras, bred and 
handled by Dr. Roger Boser.  Sassafras scored three finds during her 
run in the 3rd brace of the Futurity to win the blue. 
Brace by brace synopsis. 
Brae Val Bearcat Laddie (McCluskey) & Celtic’s Spectacular 
Performance (Melvin).  Breaking away at 8:06 am on Course 1, at nine 
minutes Laddie (the 2nd place winner) scored a find with the Celtic dog 
backing; good derby manners were displayed, with a couple steps on 
the flush.  Laddie showed a wide shooting dog pattern.   At 17 minutes, 
there was a divided find with a short chase by both contestants.   The 
Celtic dog was found standing at 21 minutes, but moved on when the 
handler attempted to flush; no bird was produced. At 29 minutes, both 
dogs established point in same general area but with different birds; 
Laddie went with the flush and gave a considerable chase; the Celtic 
dog was steady to the flush.  
 Come Back Bonita (Edwards) & Conneaut Creek Lake Erie Storm 
(Fazenbaker)   
Both dogs exhibited a strong forward shooting dog caliber race, but 
produced no birds in the 30 minutes. 
FireFly’s Gemstone (Hidalgo) and Sassafras (Boser)    
Sassafras, the first place winner, scored the first find of the brace 
after 5 minutes on the ground, demonstrating good manners.  At 14 
minutes, she scored her second find on a relocation effort; she took a 
few short steps as the bird flushed into her face, but stopped with a 
command from the handler.  The third find for the 2015 Futurity 
winner was at 22 minutes, where she showed broke manners on her 
game.  Gemstone scored one find at 24 minutes, giving a short chase 
after the flush, to earn the 4th place in the Futurity.  
Celtic’s Crazy (Melvin) & Conneaut Creek Rum Runner (Fazenbaker) 
Crazy and Rum Runner scored a divided find 10 minutes into the brace, 
with the bird buried deep in grass and a difficult flushing attempt.  
Both dogs went with the flush.  No other birds were found during the 
brace. 
Keechi of Snows (Norton) & Come Back Stormy (Edwards)    
Stormy scored a find at 13 minutes, with a couple steps on flush.  

(Continued on page 20) 
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Keechi was lost from the breakaway and not seen again during the 
brace. 
Spruce Goose (Waite) & Dawson’s High Chaparral (Dawson)   
Brace six of the Futurity broke away at 1:00 pm on Course 1.  Goose 
scored the first find at 18 minutes, just across cut through; a couple of 
steps were noted, and some flagging, but tightened when handler 
approached…  Goose scored an additional find at 25, with a couple of 
steps but otherwise good manners.   Goose was lost at time and the 
handler called for tracker.  Chaparral shortened at time, and produced 
no birds. 
Blue (Waite) & FireFly’s Kansas Wind (Hidalgo)  
Blue scored the first find in this brace at 4 minutes; the bird flushed 
wild and the dog went with flush.  Blue was found standing again at 10 
minutes, and went with the flush.  At 13 minutes Blue pointed, flushed 
and caught the bird.    Kansas Wind found and retrieved a dead bird, 
but no pointing was observed. 
Heavy Chevy Jason (Melvin) & Waycross (Boser)   
Waycross was found standing at 8 minutes into brace; Jason (the 3rd 
place Futurity winner) came in and stood during the flushing attempt, 
but no bird was produced. Waycross pointed again at 11 minutes, with 
Jason backing after a hard whoa; no bird was produced.  Jason was 
found standing at 22 minutes; Waycross circled his brace mate and did 
not back; no bird was observed, and Melvin indicated the bird had 
lifted.  Jason scored a find at 28 minutes, and moved on the flush.  
Conneaut Creek Queen Maeve (Fazenbaker) & Lily An Creag 
(Creagen)   Maeve’s handler elected to pick up; Lily had no birds. 

Open Puppy 
The Open Puppy had a small but quality showing of future red setter 
prospects.  Winning the puppy stake was Conneaut Creek Aed Slaine, 
handled by Al Fazenbaker. Come Back Rosie took 2nd for Joe Edwards, 
and third place went to Flushing Whip Irish Times, handled by Al 
Fazenbaker for owner Deborah Fazenbaker. 
Come Back Rosie (Edwards) & Conneaut Creek Aed Slaine 
(Fazenbaker).  Both dogs exhibited a wide forward shooting dog race, 
staying to the front and handling nicely with purpose. 

(Continued on page 21) 
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Elsie (Aughenbaugh) & Flushing Whip Irish Times (Fazenbaker). Irish 
Times showed a medium forward race and diligent hunting pattern, 
handling nicely. Elsie showed a nice forward pattern, albeit short. 
Conneaut Creek Dixie Chops (Fazenbaker) & FireFly’s Gemstone 
(Hidalgo)  Both dogs showed a medium race with some lateral casting. 

Jack Carter Memorial Walking Shooting Dog 
The Open Walking Shooting Dog has been dedicated for the past 
several years to our dear departed friend Jack Carter.  Jack was a 
stalwart of the cause of the Purest Challenge.  He served faithfully on 
the Red Setter Board of Directors for many years, and was also the 
President of the club for several years.  Jack often ran his dogs in both 
horseback and walking stakes, and was a big supporter of the walking 
fraternity.  He is missed by his friends and the bird dog community.  
This year’s Open Walking Shooting Dog stake was won by Her Ruby Red 
Slipper, a veteran of the walking circuit in her home region of Ohio 
and Pennsylvania.  She was handled by this reporter.  Come Back Red 
Cassidy took the red for his handler Ron Cassidy, and rounding out the 
placements was Flushing Whip Roger Ramjet, handled by Al 
Fazenbaker. 
Leonard’s Strongbow (Fazenbaker) & Berken of Snows (Norton).  Both 
dogs showed a wide and forward shooting dog race, but produced no 
birds. 
Roger Ramjet (Fazenbaker) & Spruce Goose (Fox)  Goose was observed 
under a bird and picked up.  Roger showed a pleasing forward pattern 
and handled nicely. 
Come Back Red Cassidy (Cassidy) & Heavy Chevy Jason (Melvin) Both 
Jason and Red Cassidy had one find and a forward race.  
Her Ruby Red Slipper (Fazenbaker) & Lily An Creag (Creagan).  Ruby 
scored a small covey find on relocation at time; Lily had one stand, 
but produced no birds. 

(Continued on page 22) 
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Open Walking Derby 
The Open Walking Derby was run on Saturday morning.  The stake had 
a small but high quality group of derbies, including some from the 
Futurity run earlier in the week.  Heavy Chevy Jason, handled by his 
owner Sean Melvin, took the blue with a nice forward race and two 
find with nice manners on his game.  His brace mate and littermate 
Conneaut Creek Rum Runner took third place with a similar race, but 
less polished manners on his birdwork.  Taking second place was 
Conneaut Creek Lake Erie Storm, also a littermate.  Storm had three 
finds with broke manners on her third find, and a forward race.  These 
three littermates are all products of Come Back Kennels, bred by Red 
Setter Hall of Famer Joe Edwards of Roseboro, North Carolina. 
Keechi of the Snows (Norton) & Spruce Goose ( Fox  )   
Goose one find and one NP with derby manners and nice race; he 
became a fit rough on the handle the last 10 minutes.   Keechi was 
lost at the breakaway and not seen again during the brace. 
Celtic’s Spectacular Performance (Melvin) & Lily An Creag (Creagen)    
Celtic scored finds at 14 minutes and 15 minutes with nice derby 
manners.  Two additional finds were notched at 20 minutes and 28 
minutes, with a healthy chase on these birds.  A non-productive was 
recorded at 25 minutes.  Lily was scratched. 
Conneaut Creek Rum Runner (Fazenbaker) & Heavy Chevy Jason 
(Melvin)   Both these entries were noted above. 
FireFly’s Kansas Wind (Hidalgo) & Conneaut Creek Lake Erie Storm 
(Fazenbaker) Storm was noted above.  Kansas Wind retrieved two 
birds, but no birds were pointed.   
Conneaut Creek Queen Maeve (Fazenbaker) & Brae Val Bearcat 
Laddie (McCluskey)  
Laddie was rough on the handle, and scooped several birds.   Maeve 
was found standing twice, but no birds were produced.  She handled 
nicely with a medium race. 

Amateur Championship 
The Amateur Championship was won by Rendition, owned and handled 
by Roger Boser.  Taking the Runner-up place was Kindle, female red 

(Continued on page 23) 
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setter owned by Dennis & Bonnie Hidalgo.  Both Rendition and Kindle 
ran in the third brace of the Amateur Championship on Saturday 
afternoon. 
Cedar Creek Gem (Liermann) & Her Ruby Red Slipper (Fazenbaker) 
The Amateur Championship broke away at 12:05 pm on Saturday at the 
barn. After crossing the ditch at the eastern portion of Course 1, Ruby 
was observed standing in a far field across from the caretaker’s house. 
A single bird lifted as the gallery approached, and Ruby turned to mark 
bird.  A large covey of birds followed, lifting over her back, and she 
took a step and was up. At  12:25 pm  Gem scored a very nice pheasant 
find, and again 10 minutes later, another pheasant.  Gem finished the 
hour with a moderate forward race. 
Roger Ramjet (Fazenbaker) and Kylie’s Rising Star (Beauchamp) 
Roger scored 2 pheasant finds at 20 minutes and 40 minutes; the first 
pheasant was tracked for over 150 yards and pinned in the valley at the 
creek crossing of Course 2.  Roger finished the hour with a forward 
shooting dog race.  Star was picked up early. 
Kindle (Hidalgo) and Rendition (Boser)    
Rendition scored a single on a quail at 8 minutes, displaying excellent 
manners.  Rendition was found standing again at 36 minutes into the 
brace; upon a  relocation down a side ravine, Kindle was found 
standing. This reporter handled Kindle, as the handler was far forward.  
The judges called a divided find, and both dogs displayed good 
manners.  Kindle scored an additional single 10 minutes later.  Both 
dogs finished to the front. 
Come Back Audie (Edwards) and Jericho (Beauchamp)    
Audie scored the first of several finds at 8 minutes, a dug in find and 
displaying excellent manners.  Audie and Jericho carded a divided find 
at 11 minutes, again dug in on a wooded edge.  Jericho was on the 
leash after going with the covey produced.   At 19 minutes, Audie was 
found standing forwarded with a dug in find on wood line peninsula.   
Audie scored his 4th find at 30 minutes,  where he was found standing 
in front of a blowdown, and a single was flushed.  Audie had a NP in 
wooded area at 39 minutes, and scored his 5th find at 56 minutes, along 
the creek bed.  He finished to the front.  

(Continued on page 24) 
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Lumineer (Beauchamp) and Cedar Creek Skyliner (Liermann) 
Starting at Course 1, being the first brace of day,  Lumineer was 
picked up early for failure to back.  Skyliner scored his first find at 
crossing on the east end of Course 1. Skyliner then carded two 
nonproductives in the next 10 minutes and was up. 
Come Back Hightider (Edwards) and Simply Red (Blair)   
Hightider and Red broke away on Course 2 and scored a divided find at 
5 minutes.  Red scored his 2nd find at the hard turn in Course 2, with 
Hightider backing.  Both dogs finished strong to the front, finishing 
close to the clubhouse. 
Justified (Boser) and FireFly’s Hot Tip (Hidalgo)   
Hot Tip scored the first find at 14 minutes, handled with good 
manners.  Justified scored a find at 42, handled nicely.  At 45, 
Justified was found standing, and the handled elected to push the dog 
on; a pheasant flushed and he was on the leash.  Hot Tip was a bit 
rough on the handle and was up.   
Touchstone (Boser) and Cedar Creek Talon (Liermann)   
Touchstone and Talon broke away on  Course 2.  Touchstone had a 
nonproductive and the handler elected to pick up.   Talon was lost at 
20 minutes. 
Blue (Blair) and Celtic’s Spectacular (Edwards)   
Spectacular scored an early find in the open fields on the first portion 
of Course 1.  After crossing the creek, she was found standing, but no 
bird was produced.  She scored an additional finds on the far side of 
the creek,  but was on the lease after a second nonproductive.  Blue 
was picked up early as his pattern was erratic. 
Breakstone (Boser) and Come Back Bee Gee (Edwards)   
Bee Gee was lost from the breakaway.  Breakstone  scored 1 find and 1 
nonproductive; he showed a strong forward race and went the hour. 
Join us this fall as we re-unite for our Shooting Dog Championship in 
Grove Spring, Missouri. 
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Above:   
Chantilly’s memory honored with a Hall of Fame Cake Deb Fazenbaker 

presents to Roger Boser as President Beauchamp look on 
 

Below:  
Beautiful day for running a trial— bright sun, big open area..                     

And away they go! 
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Review of all NRSFTC Club Awards 

It’s been ten years since I wrote and explained about the various club 
awards in which NRSFTC members can compete. Three of the awards are 
the Duke,  the LeGrande, and the High Performance Award. In every issue 
of The Flushing Whip we list “award standings” and show the points for 
dogs who’s wins qualify them to compete in these club awards. Do you 
ever wonder how those points are calibrated or what the awards are 
really about? Who was Duke? How does a dog qualify to win the LeGrande? 
Why was the High Performance Award established?  I imagine that our 
long-standing members would understand the award rules and process as 
well as the back of their hand.  But for new folks just breaking in to the 
Field Trial circuit, “Standings and Awards” can be a tricky and confusing 
business.  So, here’s a quick course in our various club awards. 

THE DUKE TROPHY 
Let’s begin with the Duke! In the mid sixties Fred Kremer, an active Red 
Setter enthusiast and professional pilot from Minnesota, campaigned 
several great dogs. One of Fred’s dogs was Autumn Hills Duke (Mr. 
O’Leary x Redfield Ginger) who literally stole the show at the Fall 
Championship in 1963. Thirteen dogs competed that day with Duke 
leading off the first brace. He established the mark and although others 
tried to reach it, Duke was virtually in a class by himself. He hunted 
relentlessly for the entire hour. He ran so beautifully and hunted with 
such intent, that even the gallery became restless—rooting for Duke to 
secure rewards for his efforts. When he couldn’t find game in the 
liberated areas, Duke made a wide cast along the distinct back edge. He 
crossed a dirt road, which marked the usual perimeter and began another 
cast along the birdy edge offered by a drainage ditch that ran along that 
backside. A short ways down he snapped abruptly to point with a lofty 
tense style.  Three quail hunkered down in some high grass there. The 
first flew up as the handler approached the dog. A second made an 
inspired hop and landed on a low limb about ten feet away. Finally, the 
third was chased to flush by the handler; he took the second bird with 
him in flight but Duke stood like a statue—never twitching as much as a 
muscle. His presence demonstrated the epitome of style, composure and 
finished manners! Autumn Hills Duke won the 1963 National Championship 
that day hands down!   
Fred Kramer savored the sweet taste of success for what seemed to be 

(Continued on page 33) 
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the briefest moment. It’s been said, “On the pinnacle of success man does 
not stand firm long,"  and certainly that was true for poor Fred Kramer!! 
Just a few weeks later, while Fred attended another trial, fate 
intervened. Fred slipped and fell in his motel room and  subsequently died 
of head injuries. Club members were stunned at the tragic turn of events. 
It seemed fitting and appropriate to honor Fred’s commitment to the 
Purest Challenge with an annual award of some kind. Members decided to 
name it for his beloved dog, Ch. Autumn Hills Duke. Lucy Jane Meyes, 
another Minnesota Red Setter enthusiast (and a dear friend of Fred’s), 
contributed a beautiful sterling silver bowl for The Autumn Hills Duke 
Award. In a coincidental and fitting turn of events, the very first 
presentation in 1964 went to Ch. Mr. O Leary—the father of Autumn Hills 
Duke!  The award was actually named the Autumn Hills Duke Award but 
folks eventually started simply abbreviating it as “The Duke.” Here are 
the rules and scoring rubric. 

(Continued on page 34) 

Scoring Rubric for The Duke Award 

1. Points will be awarded for placements in the following stakes: Top Shooting Dog Award (published 
in the  American  Field  in August each year.)    National Amateur Shooting Dog Invitational  (listed 
by eligible clubs in their individual trial ads.) 

2. Points will be awarded for trials beginning in the fall (after July 1st.) 
through the following spring (June 30th.). 

3. Qualifying wins to be reported by the owner to the recording secretary within - thirty (30) days. It is 
the owner’s responsibility to report those wins The secretary will verify the wins through publication in 
the American Field. 

4. The Duke Trophy can only be won by a dog owned by a member of the National Red Setter Field Trial 
Club in both calendar years of the award period. (Member calendar year 1995 for fall 1995, member 
calendar year 1996 for spring 1996) 

5. The award secretary will report the current standings in each issue of The Flushing Whip. 

6. Points will be calibrated as follows: 

Classic 1 Hour Championship 1 Hour 

1 3  x’s # entries 1 3  x’s # entries 

2 2 x’s # entries 2 2 x’s # entries 

3 1  x’s # entries 3 1  x’s # entries 

Championships Placement Runner Up Placement 

CH 5 X’s # Entries RU   3 X’s # Entries 

Invitational Championship Invitational  Runner Up 

CH 5 x’s 42 dogs (210 pts)    RU 3 X’s 42 dogs (126 pts) 
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 W.E. LeGrande Award 
In January, 1975, the Flushing Whip announced the long awaited news 
regarding the establishment of the W.E. LeGrande Award. The NRSFTC 
Board of Directors passed a resolution instituting the award. David 
Hassinger, funded it to honor the man who had “rendered invaluable long 
time service to the National Red Setter Field Trial Club.”  Most of our 
readership is well aware of Ned LeGrande’s impact and influence on the 
Red Setter history. So let me tell you a bit about David Hassinger, the man 
who funded and organized the W.E. LeGrande Award!   
David Hassinger and Ned LeGrande  shared a close friendship. Hassinger 
was a remarkable business man who was well known for his humanitarian 
efforts.  During the “lean years” of the sixties, he stepped in and helped 
the club out financially on more than one occasion. Hassinger’s generous 
support of the LeGrande Award further demonstrates his commitment to 
our club and its mission. 
Hassinger was also a great hunter, sportsman and marksman who couldn’t 
be beat! He frequently secured Natural History Museum specimens for the 
Smithsonian Institute in Washington D.C.. His hunting assignments took 
him around the world. He once made the Guinness Book of World records 
when he presented the largest ever-documented Bengal Tiger to the 
Smithsonian Institute. 
David and his wife Jane always enjoyed setters and spent over thirty years 
as members of the English Setter Club of America.  Then, through David’s 
association with Ned, they became interested in Red Dogs and expanded 
their efforts to both organizations. (It is interesting to note here that 
David Hassinger was the only person to ever achieve simultaneous 
Honorary Lifetime Membership in both the National Red Setter Field Trial 
Club and the English Setter Club of America.)  David enjoyed working with 
the Red Setters and his efforts prevailed. He eventually developed a strain 
under the Valli Hi banner. Ch. Valli Hi Country, campaigned in California 
by Ernie Lewis, became the foundation sire of the mighty Country Clare 
dynasty! Eventually, Ch. Valli Hi Country was elected into the National 
Bird dog Hall of Fame. David Hassinger’s generous support of the W.E. 
LeGrande Award is but one of many examples of his commitment and 

(Continued on page 35) 
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determination in Pursuit of the Purest Challenge.  As one of our club’s 
founding fathers, Hassinger truly raised the bar to improve the Red Setter 
breed; we are all the benefactors of that effort. He funded the W.E. 
LeGrande award certainly to honor Ned’s pursuit of The Purest Challenge. 
But like so many others, he became swept up by the wave of LeGrande’s 
enthusiasm.  
The following is the rules and point system of the LeGrande Award.  

Scoring Rubric for The LeGrande Award 

  8. Points will be calibrated as follows: 

Stakes of 1 Hour Stakes greater than 1 hour 

1 10 x’s # entries 1 30 x’s # entries 

2 7 x’s # entries 2 21 x’s # entries 

3 4 x’s # entries 3 12  x’s # entries 

7. The Awards secretary will report the top ten dogs in the Award competition for publica-
tion in   The Flushing Whip 

6. Only F.D.S.B. recognized shooting dog or all age wins will count.  No restricted  breed  
win will count.  No gun dog stake win will count. No Irish setter only win will count. No 
Derby stake win will count. No Puppy stake win will count 

5. The secretary will verify the wins through publication in the  American Field. Their records will 
be the final authority. 

4. It is the owners responsibility to report the win. 

3. Wins must be reported to the Award Secretary within 30 days of their trial date 

2. All wins must be awarded in F.D.S.B. recognized Field trials and reported in The American Field. 

1. Wins counting toward the annual award will be compiled from January 1 to December 31st each year. 

The High Performance Award 
Don Beauchamp judges All-Age competitions throughout the United States 
and Canada. He knows what makes great All-Age dogs.  They certainly 
must demonstrate nose, class, style and quickness. But before any of that 
becomes important, All-Age dogs must FIRST qualify on the ground. These 
are BIG running dogs with great range.  For those who have never seen a 
true All-Age dog turned loose, it is a thrill you must experience.  Don 
Beauchamp wanted the NRSFTC to encourage the development of High 
Performance red dogs. Why?  Because the road to Grand Junction is paved 
with All-Age competition!  

(Continued on page 36) 
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Don Beauchamp recognized that Red Setters would never compete for the 
National Championship unless NRSFTC Members began running their dogs 
in All-Age events. And he’s right!  Every year at least a few English Setters 
compete amongst the pointer crowd at Grand Junction. Why shouldn’t 
Red Setters run there too? Don felt strongly that All-Age competition was 
vital for the improvement and preservation of our breed. But he didn’t 
just think about these things-- he did something-- he became the driving 
force to institute The High Performance Award.  Don approached the 
Board and promised to fund it. He commissioned Pat Sahlin of Arkansas to 
create a limited addition bronze sculpture of a Red Setter. He later hired 
Leroy Keim who mounted it on a beautiful cherry base. (The base, 
incidentally, can be expanded so that the trophy need not be retired after 
twenty-four presentations.) Don worked tirelessly on details as he 
organized the points and rules to assure that everything met all standards. 
Finally, in March 1997 the High Performance Award was announced in the 
Flushing Whip 
There was no presentation made that first calendar year, but since that 
time, our red dogs have eagerly run for the High Performance Prize. Each 
year we see more and more participation as our Red Setters race to 
success. We owe a great debt of thanks to Don Beauchamp for expanding 
our horizons and pushing us in the right direction-- All-Age competition is 
faster paced, exciting and absolutely within our reach.  Someday, one of 
us will be the pioneer who runs Red Setters all the way down the road to 
the National Championship in Grand Junction. It could be you…. 
Here are the rules in case I’ve got you interested!    

1. Wins counting toward the annual rotating or traveling trophy will be compiled from Jan. 1st 
to Dec. 31st. 

2.  All  wins  must  be  recorded  from  FDSB  recognized  trials  and reported in The American 
Field. 

3. Wins must be reported  to the award  secretary  within 30 days after the trial. It is the own-
ers responsibility to report wins. 
4. Owners must be a member in good standing of the NRSFTC 
5. All wins will be validated by the award secretary from the report of the trial in The Ameri-
can  Field, which  represents  the final au- thority. 
6. Only  FDSB  recognized  All-Age  wins will count.  No restricted breed, gundog, Irish Setter 
only or member’s stake will count. Only All-Breed competition will be considered. 
7. The award  secretary  will report  the top dogs in The Flushing Whip. 

The scoring rubric for the High Performance award follows next page —> 
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Stakes of less than 1 Hour   Stakes of 1 Hour or more   

1 10 x’s # entries 1 30 x’s # entries 

2 7 x’s # entries 2 21 x’s # entries 

3 4 x’s # entries 3 12  x’s # entries 

Championships Runner Up 

CH 50 x’s # entries RU 30 X’s # of entries 

Scoring Rubric to calibrate Points in the High Performance award 

The Walking Shooting Dog Award 
If you’re just getting into the game and you don’t have horses, there are 
still opportunities for you to compete in NRSFTC Awards. The Walking 
Shooting Dog Award runs from July 1st to the following June 30th. Our 
club encourages competition to be all breed— that means, we compete 
against any (and all) of the pointing breeds. With the Walking Shooting dog 
Award we do provide one exception to this rule;  You may count 
competition in an “Irish Setters ONLY” trial IF it took place during the 
semi annual The National Red Setter Championships and supporting stakes.  
No other restricted or member’s stake will count toward this award.   
Tom Norton, the Walking Stake Award secretary will send the standings to 
The Flushing Whip for publication. Please send in a reporting form when 
you report your wins. Those forms are usually included in each issue of the 
Flushing Whip on the “How to Report Your Awards” page.  

For Stakes LESS than 1 hour 

All Breed Stakes Irish Setter ONLY Stakes 

1 6 x’s # entries 1 3 x’s # entries 

2 4 x’s # entries 2 2 x’s # entries 

3 2 x’s # entries 3 1  x’s # entries 

For Stakes  of 1 hour or MORE   

1 14 x’s # entries 1 7 x’s # entries 

2 10 x’s # entries 2 5 x’s # entries 

3 6 x’s # entries 3 3 x’s # entries 

For Regional Championship All breed Stakes 

CH 20 x’s # Entries RU 14 x’s # Entries 

National Championship  All Breed Stakes 

CH 30 x’s # Entries RU 20x’s # Entries 

(Continued next page) 
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The NRSFTC Puppy of the Year Award 
The NRSFTC also offers an annual Puppy of the Year Award.  Only Puppy 
wins count toward point total (Puppy stakes; from January 1st to June 
30th in each year for dogs whelped on or after July 1st of the year 
preceding and from July 1st to Dec. 31st in each year for dogs whelped on 
or after June 1st of the year preceding.) 
Wins recorded from F.D.S.B. recognized trials only. Points to be compiled 
from July 1st to June 30th the following year.  
Report of win must be made within 30 days of win. It is the responsibility 
of the owner to report wins; Please include a reporting form when sending 
in win information. 
Owner must be NRSFTC member in good standing. 
Standings will be reported in each issue of The Flushing Whip.  
Winners of the Puppy of the Year Award will be announced as soon as 
determined after June 30th of each year. The Puppy Award will  be 
presented at the NRSFTC Fall Championship banquet. Permanent trophies 
to be retained by the owners will accompany the rotating trophy. All 
placements must be verified by publication in the American Field before 
becoming official. Trials restricted to only AKC registered dogs are not 
accepted.  

 

NRSFTC Puppy of the Year Award 

All Breed Stakes 

1 6  x’s # entries 1 3  x’s # entries 

2 4 x’s # entries 2 2 x’s # entries 

3  2  x’s # entries 3 1  x’s # entries 

Restricted Breed Stakes 

 

Show that we appreciate our incredible sponsors– purchase their products ! 
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The NRSFTC Derby of the Year Award 
Only Derby wins count toward point total (Derby stakes: from July 1st 
through Dec. 31st in each year for dogs whelped on or after Jan.1 of the 
year preceding and from July 1st through June30th in each 
year for dogs whelped on or after Jan. 1st of the second year preceding.) 
Wins recorded from F.D.S.B. recognized trials only.  
Points to be compiled from July 1st to June 30th the following year. 
Report of win must be made within 3O days of win. It is the responsibility 
of the owner to report wins. Owner must be NRSFTC member in good 
standing. The Derby Awards Secretary will report the top derby dogs and 
they will be listed in each issue of The Flushing Whip. 
All placements will be verified by the American Field. Trials restricted to 
only AKC registered dogs are not accepted. Scoring rubric below: 

NRSFTC Derby of the Year Award 

All Breed Stakes Restricted Breed Stakes 

1 8  x’s # entries 1 4 x’s # entries 

2 6 x’s # entries 2 3 x’s # entries 

3 4 x’s # entries 3  2 x’s # entries 

All Breed Futurity Red Setter Futurity 

1 12 x’s # entries 1 10 x’s # entries 

2 10 x’s # entries 2 8 x’s # entries 

3 8 x’s # entries 3 6 x’s # entries 

4 6 x’s # entries 4 4 x’s # entries 

Championship 

CH 20 x’s # entries RU 15 x’s # entries 

The NRSFTC Shoot to Retrieve Award 
Steve Witz of Grangeville Idaho is having incredible success as he 
competes with his dogs in NSTRA competition. Steve’s two red setters, Pal   
Holiday and Cherry bear Holiday have each earned a double Championship 
in NSTRA. There are other club members who also compete in NSTRA and 
we hope you will start mailing in your records too.  
Wins counting toward the NRSFTC National Shoot to Retrieve Award will 
be compiled from Jan. 1 to Dec 31.  Wins should be reported to Steve 
Witz, the award secretary, within 30 days your placement. It is the 

(Continued on page 40) 
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Scoring Rubric for the NRSFTC National Shoot to Retrieve Award 

 Stakes of More than 1 Hour  Stakes of less than 1 Hour 

1 3 x’s # entries 1 7 x’s # entries 

2 2 x’s # entries 2 5  x’s # entries 

3 1 x’s # entries 3  3  x’s # entries 

4 1/2 x’s # entries 4 1 x’s  # entries 

 Regional Championship National Championship 

1 10 x’s # entries 1 15 x’s # entries 

2 7 x’s # entries 2 10 x’s # entries 

3 5 x’s # entries 3 7 x’s # entries 

4 3 x’s # entries 4 3 x’s # entries 

Hopefully, after reading all this, the Standings, Points and Awards will 
mean a whole lot more to you.    The Duke,  the LeGrande, the High  
Performance, Puppy, Derby and NSTRA Awards offer  opportunities for 
each of us to compete in the game of our choice. The best thing about 
our red setters is that they are very intelligent and eager to please. 
Introduce them to YOUR game and they will embrace it and make it 
their own. Whether you have a new puppy or a seasoned shooting dog, 
take the time to compete and savor the taste of success. Send in your 
results and perhaps you will receive next years award Remember, each 
award represent more than just handing a trophy for the dog who 
accumulates  the most points. Some awards memorialize  real  people  
(and  their  dogs)  in honor of their real accomplishments.  Next time 
you hear about the Duke Award— I hope you can picture it’s 
namesake stealing the show at the 1963 Fall Championship. When 
someone mentions the W.E. LeGrande Award, perhaps now you will 
call to mind the man who spearheaded the campaign to honor his 
friend. And when you hear about High Performance Awards,  remember  
that  those  dogs  run  big — way big. In fact, someday, they’ll run all 
the way to Grand Junction. Now what could be sweeter than that?   

owner’s responsibility to report wins and type of stake entered. All stakes 
will be assumed to be less than 1 hour unless noted by the owner. Owners 
must be a member in good  standing of the NRSFTC. 
All wins will be validated through the official NSTRA website whose      
records will represent the final authority. (Revised to accept NSTRA 
website records when it left the American Field jurisdiction) 4th place 
points will not be awarded unless they can be verified on the NSTRA 
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Tom Norton’s All Breed Honor Roll 
 As reported in the American Field Vol. 283, No. 4 dated JANUARY 24, 2015 

through Vol. 283, No. 13 dated MARCH 28, 2015 through  
Vol. 283, No. 3 dated January 17, 2015  

Dog &  
Placement 

Owner  
Handler 

Sire Dam Trial Name Entries 

  
Restless Red 
Roxy places 2nd 

Bob Gove O/H Silver Creek’s 
Wanted 

Restless Red 
Cedar 

Eastern Iowa 
Shooting Dog 
Association, 
11/8/14, ASD 

10 P, 1 S, 
3 IS 

  
Restless Red 
Toolman places 
3rd 

Katherine Gove 
O, Bob Gove H 

Silver Creek’s 
Wanted 

Restless Red 
Cedar 

Eastern Iowa 
Shooting Dog 
Association, 
11/8/14, OSD 

11 P, 1 S, 
2 IS 

Her Ruby Red 
Slipper takes 2   

Al Fazenbaker 
O/H 

Sharpton Applebee Grand Valley 
Bird Dog Club, 
11/1/14, ASD 

2 P, 4 S, 
4 IS 

Come Back Red 
Cassidy places 
3rd 

R.A. Cassidy O/
H 

Come Back 
Shaggy 

Come Back 
Silver 

Grand Valley 
Bird Dog Club, 
11/1/14, ASD 

2 P, 4 S, 
4 IS 

Moonshine 
Again places 2nd 

Kristine 
Hammons O, 
Tim Hammons 
H 

Silver Creek 
Twist 

Silver Creek 
Charle 

Bear Pond Field 
Trial Club, 
11/1/14, 
Bluegrass OSD 
Classic 

19 P, 4 S, 
1 IS 

Roses Are Red 
places 1st 

Tim Hammons 
O/H 

Time To Rock Red Rush Montgomery 
County (Ky.) 
Field Trial Club, 
12/19/14, ASD 

7 P, 5 S, 
2 IS 

Moonshine 
Again places 
2nd 

Kristine 
Hammons 
O,Tim 
Hammons H 

Time To Rock Red Rush Montgomery 
County (Ky.) 
Field Trial Club, 
12/19/14, ASD 

7 P, 5 S, 
2 IS 

  
Iskote Animikee 
places 2nd 

Spero Manson 
O/H 

C C Amos 
O’Liery 

Firefly’s 
Tesla 

Colorado Pointer 
Club, 9/19/14, 
OSD 

13 entries 

  
Brae Val 
Bearcat Laddie 
places 1st 

Gregory 
McClusky O/H 

Justified Redstone Ocean State Bird 
Dog Club, 
10/5/14, AD 

4 entries 

Celtic’s 
Signature 
places 3rd 

Paul R. Ober 
O/ Mike 
Nemshick H 

Celtic’s 
Synergistic 

Celtic’s 
Judicial 
Degree 

Tall Cotton 
Trials, 12/20/14, 
OSD 

17 entries 

Breakstone 
places 3rd 

Dr. R. W. Boser 
O/H 

Sharpton Chantilly Maryland Assoc 
of Field Trial 
Clubs,11/18/14,  
ASD 

17 P, 1 S, 
2 IS, 1 GS 
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Tom Norton’s All Breed Honor Roll Continued 
 As reported in the American Field Vol. 283, No. 4 dated JANUARY 24, 2015 

through Vol. 283, No. 13 dated MARCH 28, 2015 through  
Vol. 283, No. 3 dated January 17, 2015  

Dog &  
Placement 

Owner  
Handler 

Sire Dam Trial Name Entries 

Big E Z Lil Red 
Man places 2nd 

Bryan Currey 
O/ Pete Glass 
H 

Big E Z Red Burke’s 
Forgotten 
Faye 

Clarksville Bird 
Dog Club, 
1/17/15, ASD 

10 entries 

Roses Are Red 
places 3rd 

Tim Hammons 
O/H 

Time To Rock Red Rush  Clarksville Bird 
Dog Club, 
1/17/15, ASD 

10 entries 

Celtic’s 
Spectacular 
places 2nd 

Paul Ober O/ 
Sean Melvin H 

Come Back 
Johnson 

Celtic’s 
Adjudication 

North Carolina 
Pointing Dog 
Assoc. and 
Swamp Fox 
Club,1/215, 
Swamp Fox OSD 

46 entries 

From the report:  Celtic’s Spectacular is a happy moving dog with a strong forward gait which 
carried her forward.  She was often difficult to see in the woods; however, we would catch a 
glimpse of her skirting the edges of the field once in the open.  She had seven very intense finds, 
all handled with mature style and manners. 
Come Back Pete 
places 2nd 

Joe Edwards 
O/ Woodrow 
Smith H 

Come Back 
Hightider 

Come Back 
Leah 

Six Runs Field 
Trial Club, 
12/19/14, OP 

3 P, 2 S, 
3 IS 

Come Back 
Skeet places 
3rd 

Woodrow 
Smith O/H 

Come Back 
Hightider 

Come Back 
Leah 

Six Runs Field 
Trial Club, 
12/19/14, OP 

3 P, 2 S, 
3 IS 

Her Ruby Red 
Slipper is 3rd 

Al Fazenbaker 
O/H 

Sharpton Applebee Six Runs Field 
Trial Club, 
12/19/14, OWSD 

11P, 7 S, 
7 IS, 1 Br, 
1 GS 

Heavy Chevy 
Jason places 1st 

Sean Melvin O/
H 

Come Back 
Superfire 

Come Back 
Bee Gee 

Six Runs Field 
Trial Club, 
12/19/14, OWD 

12 entries 

Celtic’s 
Appellate 
places 1st 

Paul Ober O/ 
Sean Melvin H 

Celtic’s 
Sustained 

Celtic’s 
Sparks 

Six Runs Field 
Trial Club, 
12/19/14, OSD 

7 P, 3 S, 
11 IS, 2 
Br 

Come Back Bee 
Gee places 2nd 

Joe Edwards 
O/ Sean Melvin 
H 

Come Back 
Audie 

Celtic’s First 
Option 

Six Runs Field 
Trial Club, 
12/19/14, OSD 

7 P, 3 S, 
11 IS, 2 
Br 

Come Back 
Hightider places 
3rd 

Joe Edwards 
O/ Sean Melvin 
H 

Come Back 
Audie 

Celtic’s First 
Option 

Six Runs Field 
Trial Club, 
12/19/14 OSD 

7 P, 3 S, 
11 IS, 2 
Br 

Come Back 
Bonita places 
1st 

Joe Edwards 
O/H 

Come Back 
Strander 

Come Back 
Doodle 

Six Runs Field 
Trial Club, 
12/19/14, OD 

11 P, 1 S, 
7 IS 
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Tom Norton’s All Breed Honor Roll Continued 
 As reported in the American Field Vol. 283, No. 4 dated JANUARY 24, 2015 

through Vol. 283, No. 13 dated MARCH 28, 2015 through  
Vol. 283, No. 3 dated January 17, 2015  

Dog &  
Placement 

Owner  
Handler 

Sire Dam Trial Name Entries 

Come Back 
Audie places 1st 

Joe Edwards 
O/H 

Come Back 
Johnson 

Come Back 
Diddle 

Six Runs Field 
Trial Club, 
12/19/14, ASD 

4 P, 8 IS 

From the report:  The 5th brace delivered the race of the stake, with Come Back Audie edging 
out Breakstone for first and second place respectively.  Each red setter garnered eight finds and 
a wide shooting dog race that kept the gallery on the edge of their saddles! 

Breakstone 
places 2nd 

Dr. Roger W. 
Boser O/H 

Sharpton Chantilly Six Runs Field 
Trial Club, 
12/19/14, ASD 

4 P, 8 IS 

Lily An Creag 
places 1st 

D. J. Creagan 
O/H 

Justified Redstone Lancaster 
County (Pa.) Bird 
Dog Club, 
11/8/14, AD 

4 P, 1 IS 

SandCreek 
Empty Pockets 
places 2nd 

Diane Vater & 
Chuck Cooper 
O/ Diane Vater 
H 

Aeries Striker 
Rich 

SandCreeks 
Fox Fire 

Bluebonnet 
Brittany Club, 
11/17/14, Open 
Shooting Dog 

27 entries 

Breakstone 
places 2nd 

Dr. Roger W. 
Boser O/H 

Sharpton Chantilly Chester Field 
Trial Club, 
1/30/15, A. D. 
Hurst ASD 

23 P, 1 S, 
2 IS 

Celtic’s 
Signature 
places 3rd 

P.R. Ober O/R. 
J. Ecker H 

Celtic’s 
Synergistic 

Celtic’s 
Judicial 
Decree 

Sumter County 
Bird Hunters 
Association, 
1/10/15, NBHA 
OSD 

21 entries 

C’s Spectacular 
Performance 
places 3rd 

P. R. Ober O/ 
Mike Nemshick 
H 

Celtic’s 
Sustained 

Celtic’s Free 
Speech 

West End Setter 
and Pointer 
Club,2/6/15, 
NBHA OD 

16 entries 

Kudos to Joe Edwards and Sean Melvin for running Celtic’s Spectacular (Andretti) in the National 
Open Shooting Dog Championship run on Sedgefields Plantation near Union Springs Alabama.  
Unfortunately, she and her bracemate Erin Silver Wings (G. Tracy) were lost in the heavy cover 
on the breakaway.  
 

Champion Dogs Deserve Champion Feed 
Use Purina Products and feed the best ! 
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2015 Le Grande Award as of 5/715 
 Runs January 1, 2015 through December 31st 2015 

Dog Sex Owner Sire Dam Points 

Breakstone M Roger Boser Sharpton Chantilly 1914 

Roses Are Red F Tim Hammons Time To Rock Red Rush 372 

Nantucket M Roger Boser Justified Solitaire 230 

Moonshine 
Again 

F Kristine Hammons Silver Creek 
Twist 

Silver Creek 
Charle 

160 

2015 High Performance Award as of 5/715 
 Runs January 1, 2015 through December 31st 2015 

Breakstone M Roger Boser Sharpton Chantilly 900 

Moonshine 
Again 

F Kristine  Hammons Silver Creek 
Twist 

Silver Creek 
Charle 

160 

Duke Award as of as of 5/7/15 
Runs July 1st 2014 through June 30th 2015 

Breakstone M Roger Boser Sharpton Chantilly 162 

Moonshine 
Again 

F Kristine Hammons Silver Creek 
Twist 

Silver Creek 
Charle 

76 
  

Roses Are Red F Tim Hammons Time to Rock Red Rush 76 

NRSFTC Shoot to Retrieve Award 
 Runs July1, 2014 through December 31st 2015 

Ch. Cherry 
Bear Holiday 

F Steve Witz Breakstone Applebee 408 
  

Ch. Pal       
Holiday 

M Steve Witz King Cormac FW Flash     
Edition 

176 

Cardo’s Red 
Bull 

M Steve Card Youtoo Soldier Creek 
Sissy 

48 

NRSFTC Puppy of the Year Award as of 4-2-15 
 Runs July1, 2014 through December 31st 2015 

CC Dixie 
Chops 

F Al Fazebaker Justified Patina 14 

Flushing Whip 
Irish Times 

F Deb Faze. O 
Al Fazenbaker H 

Breakstone Idaho Kate 12 
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Walking Shooting Dog Award as of 4-2-15 
 Runs July1, 2014 through December 31st 2015 

Dog Sex Owner Sire Dam Points 

Zan Sett 
Simply Red 

M Stan                 
Zdanczewicz 

Kevin’s Kosmos 
Kramer 

Lucille O’Ryan 88 

Her Ruby 
Red Slipper 

F Allen Fazenbaker Sharpton Applebee 72 

Flushing 
Whip Roger 

Ramjet 

M Allen Fazenbaker Breakstone Flushing Whip 
Flash Edition 

56 

Lake View 
Timely 

Treasure 

M Lance Carver Hondo Muldoon Lakeview Kant 
Katch Me 

48 

Zan Sett 
Ricky 

O’Ryan 

M Stan Zdancze-
wicz 

Kevin’s Kosmos 
Kramer 

Lucille O’Ryan 32 

Come Back 
Red Cassidy 

M Ron A. Cassidy Come Back 
Shaggy 

Come Back 
Silver 

16 

NRSFTC Derby of the Year Award as of 4-2-15 
 Runs July1, 2014 through December 31st 2015 

Dog Sex Owner Sire Dam Points 

Sassafras F Roger Boser Justified Redstone 534 

Waycross M Roger Boser Justified Redstone 504 

CC 
Lake Erie 

Storm 

F Al Fazenbaker Tornado Alley Tk’s Firefly 56 

CC Queen 
Maeve 

F Al Fazenbaker  Tornado Alley Tk’s Firefly 42 

The Eyes have it— Quick Dog Facts and Trivia 
A dog’s vision is not as good as a humans, and they are much better at seeing 
moving objects rather than those standing still. If you’re 300 yards away from 
your dog they will be unable to see you, until you wave your arms or move 
around. 
Also… Dogs see much better than humans at night because they have a special 
light reflecting layer behind their eyes. 

46 

“When I was younger, carrier pigeons like me were on the cutting edge of wireless 
communication technology. Unfortunately, I never bothered to update my training.” 

 

Big EZ Kennels,  200 Markham Rd, Elkton, KY  Phone: 270-893-6103   

Buddy Smith called Little Red “the best young setter he had ever seen…” 

Natural Shooting Dog 
Smooth Easy Gait 
Keen Nose— a bird finder 
Stylish in the field 
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Over 50 Years Experience 

...with Pointing Dogs 
Training, Handling, Force Break to Retrieve 

 

Don Jones 
1151 S. CR 800 East 

Velpen, IN 47590 
 

812-354-2209 

50 
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Custom Designed  
plasma cut metal signs 

for your: 
Kennel, Farm, Home 

 
Call for prices/quotes on  

Custom Art Designs 

 Pine Hollow Kennel 
Puppies and Started Dogs Occasionally Available 
 Don Beauchamp  1401 S. 359th St. W., Cheney, KS  67025  Ph: 316-542-0103    

 

Pine Hollow Kennel is home of: 
 Buddwing– Field Trial Hall of Fame 1979 
 3xCh Chaparral 
Ch 2RU Aiken: Kansas All Age Dog of Yr. 2009-2010 
Jericho: Kansas Shooting Dog of Yr. for  ’09-’10-’11      
and also Kansas Horseback Setter of Yr. 2009-2010 

Silver Creek Fabrication 
1053 Richmond Rd., Berea, Kentucky  40403 

859-986-7076  Cell  E-Mail kmhammons@winstream.net 
http://silvercreekanimalhospital.com/silver_creek_fabrica.html 

Champion 
Dogs 

available  
at Stud 

52 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

IronFire Setters 
Breeding for class companion hunting dogs 

Roger & Toni Berg    
 1-320-251-7415  

Let us POINT you in the right direction 
 

4165 2nd St South East,  St. Cloud, Minnesota 56304   
Email: rogerberg@q.com 

Visit us online at: www.IronFiresetters.net 

 

Come Back Red Setters   
Joe Allen Edwards— Six Runs, Inc. 

Started & Broke Dogs 
Gun Dogs 

Hunting Dogs 
Field Trial Prospects 

Ch. Sires - Stud Service 
Puppies Occasionally 

40 Years of Breeding Championship Red Setters 
Please visit our website:   http://comebackredsetters.nrsftc.com 

 
2517 Register Sutton Road, Rose Hill, N.C. 28458   

Ph 910-260-2877 H.  910-290-1177 C. 
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National Shoot to Retrieve  
Runs Jan-Dec 2015 
Send 2014 Placements within 30 days to 
Steve Witz  27 Black Pine Drive,  
Grangeville, ID 83530 
Phone (208) 451-4407 
E-Mail: holidaysetters@live.com 
 

Red Setter Puppy of the Year & 
Red Setter Derby of Year  
Both Awards Run 7-1-14 to 6-30-15 
Send placements within 30 days to 
Bill Aughenbaugh,  1071 Hartman Road 
Clarion, PA 16214 
Phone: 814-226-7812 
E-Mail: Baughenbaugh@juno.com 
 

Jim Fike Amateur Handler’s Award  
This Award runs 7-1-14 to 6-30-15 
Send placements within 30 days to:  
Tom Norton, 81 Riverview 
Durango, Colorado 81301 
(970) 247-5129 
E-Mail:norton_t@fortlewis.edu 

Duke 
This award runs 7-1-14 to 6-30-15. A new 
season is now in effect for the Duke 
Standings.  The Purina Open Shooting Dog  
Points trials that count for this award are 
found on the inside cover (pg. 2) of the 
July 26, 2014 issue of the American Field. 
A list of the Purina Amateur Shooting Dog 
Points trials that count are on page 29 of 
the August 16, 2014 issue of the American 
Field. In addition, all Amateur Shooting 
Dog Invitational Points trials count toward 
this award.   
W.E. LeGrande Award and  
High Performance Award 
Runs Jan-Dec 2015 
Send 2014 placements for Duke, LeGrande 
and High Performance within 30 days to:  
Don Beauchamp, 1401 South 359th St. W.  
Cheney Kansas 67025   
Home (316)542-0103   Office (316)262-1841  
E-Mail: lsbeauchamp2@aol.com 
 

Red Setter Walking Shooting Dog 
Runs Jan-Dec 2015 
Send 2014 placements within 30 days to:  
Tom Norton, 81 Riverview 
Durango, Colorado 81301 
(970) 247-5129 
E-Mail:norton_t@fortlewis.edu 

 

Reporting your NRSFTC Award Wins 
Please use form at bottom of this page 

Use the reporting form (below) to send 
your win information to the award 
secretary.  When reporting by  e-mail 
be sure to include all the data 
requested on the reporting form below.  
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 Silver Creek Red Setters 
Tim and Kris Hammons  

Phone: 859-986-7076                

Ch. Code Red 
 

Red Rock 

Moonshine Again Roses Are  Red 

Stud Service 
Puppies & Started Dogs 

Field Trial Horses for Sale 
 

 
Visit our website at: www.silvercreekanimal hospital.com 

E-mail: kmhammons@winstream.net 

  

  

 
56  Please patronize our generous sponsors: 

 

Did you know our club has a facebook page? Scan our code   

5630 State Road at Red Setter Run, Kingsville, Ohio 

 

 

Breakstone is RU in the Region 2 
Amateur All Age Championship 

According to the report in the Field,… 

“Breakstone, a red setter, is always a strong con-
tender, running the edges to the extreme with four 
finds, two of tem divided. He finished as he started. 
Dr. Roger Boser of Seven Valleys, Pa., handled him.” 


